ETHICS IN ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

6:00 - 7:30 P.M. » ARCHITECTURE BUILDING, ROOM 205

Register at shidler.hawaii.edu/weinstein  |  Free Admission  |  $6 parking after 4 p.m. on campus
Licensed attorneys are eligible for continuing legal education credits.
For additional information, visit shidler.hawaii.edu/weinstein.

Is “clean” energy more urgent than “renewable” energy? Should government incentivize behind-the-meter investments (including EVs) when only higher-income families tend to have the savings and tax liabilities to take advantage of them? Shouldn’t fossil fuel companies reimburse people and states for medical costs due to air pollution created by those fossil fuels? Come join our panel and ask your questions about the future of clean energy and its impact on the environment here in Hawaii.
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Will K. Weinstein, money manager and former partner in two very successful investment banking firms, currently leads a post graduate summer course, “Integrity and Ethics in the Real World,” at the UHM William S. Richardson School of Law and the Shidler College of Business. This is Weinstein’s thirteenth summer teaching the course, introducing special guest speakers to the University and making this learning opportunity available to the public.